Femtosecond 3D printing is an important technology for manufacturing nano-and microscopic optical devices and elements. However, most structures in the past have been created using only one photoresist at a time, thus limiting potential applications. In this Letter, we successfully demonstrate the combination of two different photoresists, namely, IP-S and IP-Dip, to realize multi-component three-dimensional direct laser written optics. We use the combination of IP-S and IP-Dip to correct chromatic aberrations and to realize an achromatic axicon. In a second step, we demonstrate, to the best of our knowledge, the first three-dimensional direct laser written Fraunhofer doublet. We characterize their optical properties and measure the substantial reduction in chromatic aberrations. We outline the possibilities and benefits of creating three-dimensional direct laser written multi-component structures for microoptics.
3D direct laser writing is an important state-of-the-art technology for manufacturing nano-and micro-optical devices and elements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Over the last years, the large potential of 3D direct laser written optics and possible applications, e.g., in endoscopy or sensing, have been investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] .
However, most structures have been created using one photoresist at a time, limiting optical performance and possible applications. For optical performance, it is crucial to minimize aberrations, such as defocus, spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field curvature, or image distortion. 3D direct laser writing is a powerful tool to reduce many monochromatic aberrations, e.g., by using aspheric surfaces, which provide additional variables in the optical design. Further aberration correction can be achieved using additional optical surfaces, hence, creating multi-lens objectives [4] .
However, these compensation methods cannot correct for chromatic aberrations, namely, longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) and transverse chromatic aberration (TCA). These chromatic aberrations have been observed in the imaging of 3D written micro-lenses and limit their optical performance [4] .
To correct them, two approaches are possible, namely, the combination of refractive and diffractive surfaces or the combination of materials with different dispersion characteristics [19] .
In the following, we analyze the chromatic aberrations of 3D printed micro-optics and correct them by combining the two commonly used photoresists, IP-S and IP-Dip, to create an achromatic focusing axicon as well as a Fraunhofer doublet. The latter was introduced by Joseph von Fraunhofer in 1817 for the correction of chromatic lens aberrations [20] . The Fraunhofer condition states that achromaticity for two wavelengths is achieved when the Fraunhofer condition is fulfilled: f 1 ∕f 2 −ν 2 ∕ν 1 , with f i as the focal lengths of the lenses and ν i as the Abbe numbers that characterize the refractive index dispersion of the two lens materials.
For simulation and design of the optical elements, detailed knowledge of the dispersion of the two photoresists is crucial. To measure the refractive indices and dispersion, we use an automated Pulfrich refractometer setup [21] . In Table 1 , we list the measurement results for the two-photon exposed photoresists.
The measured dispersion curve is depicted in Fig. 1(a) , and the resulting Abbe numbers for different photoresists are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . The refractive indices at the F -, d -, and C-line (n F at 486.13 nm, n d at 587.56 nm, and n C at 656.27 nm) are calculated using a Sellmeier fit to the measured data points. Using the definition of the Abbe number ν The beam paths for the singlet and achromatic focusing axicon illuminated with a collimated white-light source are shown in Fig. 2 (a). Focusing is achieved by the curved back surface of the axicon. The image produced by the singlet axicon leads to color split rings with different diameters due to the dispersion of the photoresist (TCA). In contrast, the achromatic focusing axicon consists of two photoresists to form an achromatic prism with a focusing surface. To achieve the achromatic focusing axicon, the prism structure is simply rotated around the z axis. The achromatic axicon can compensate for the dispersive effect, Letter thus reducing color splitting. The different color rings overlay in the focal plane, resulting in a white ring. The two axicons are fabricated directly on a glass substrate by three-dimensional dip-in lithography using a Photonic Professional GT (NanoScribe GmbH) direct laser writing system. We use a 25× objective and create the achromatic axicon with a two-step process writing the first part, then developing and writing the second part on top. The alignment has been realized writing markers on the substrate. On the left side of Fig. 2(b) , a microscope image of the singlet axicon consisting of IP-S is depicted. The larger achromatic axicon is shown on the right. The interface between IP-Dip and IP-S can clearly be seen in the side view.
To verify the optical properties, the optical performances of the two axicons are measured. The measurement setup consists of a white-light laser source, a pinhole after which the samples are placed, and a microscope to image the resulting intensity distributions onto a CMOS chip. Figure 2(c) shows the actual measurement of optical performance. The dispersive effect and wavelength-dependent splitting can clearly be observed in the rainbow colors created by the singlet axicon, whereas the achromatic axicon produces a white ring.
In the next step, we create a Fraunhofer doublet to compensate for the longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA), which occurs using a simple singlet lens. Due to dispersion, the refractive index of the photoresist varies for the different wavelengths. This leads to a change in the focal length depending on the wavelength, which is characterized by the LCA. Figure 3(a) shows the beam path of a singlet lens with prominent LCA. The correction of the beam path using a Fraunhofer doublet is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The lens designs are optimized using the ray-tracing software Zemax with a design focal length of 3 mm and corrected for 500 nm and 700 nm wavelengths. A microscope image of the 3D-printed Fraunhofer doublet is shown in Fig. 4(a) . To measure the LCA, we use the same measurement setup as before. However, this time we use the white-light laser as a variable monochromatic light source at 500 nm, 600 nm, and 700 nm.
We measure the focal length by recording the resulting spot image while changing distance z between lens and microscope for each wavelength, respectively. Resulting spot diagrams using a wavelength of 500 nm are shown in Figs. 4(b)-4(d) at the paraxial focal plane, 100 μm before and behind.
To obtain the intensity distribution along the optical axis, we perform the measurement for each wavelength ∕ − 200 μm around the designed paraxial focal length and calculate the maximum intensity for each data point. The results are shown in Fig. 5(a) for the singlet and in Fig. 5(b) for the Fraunhofer doublet. The LCA of the singlet can be clearly observed by the different maximum intensity positions of the different wavelengths. The focal intensity distributions of the Fraunhofer doublet align much better along the optical axis. To quantify the chromatic aberration, we compare the simulated LCA of the two lens designs with our measurement results in Fig. 5(c) . Measurement and simulation show good matching. We observe the typical behavior of the singlet where the focal shift increases with the wavelength. The Fraunhofer doublet exhibits the expected behavior of an achromatic lens, correcting the chromatic aberration at two designed wavelengths (here, 
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Vol. 43, No. 23 / 1 December 2018 / Optics Letters500 nm and 700 nm), while the secondary chromatic aberration is still present. It amounts to about 10 μm at 600 nm. Further improvements could be achieved combining three different photoresists to an apochromat or using additional diffractive optical elements. Figure 6 compares the imaging quality of the singlet lens (a) and the Fraunhofer doublet (b) by imaging a USAF 1951 test target. By magnifying the third element of the third group and analyzing the side-to-side comparison plotted in Fig. 6(c) , one can observe the typical transverse chromatic aberrations visible as color seams. The image taken with the Fraunhofer doublet also compensates the transverse chromatic aberration and therefore does not show the color edges. This result proves that combining photoresists with different dispersions is possible, and chromatic aberrations can effectively be reduced, improving the imaging quality significantly.
In summary, we demonstrated the correction of chromatic aberrations by combining two photoresists (IP-S and IP-Dip). As proof of concept, we created an achromatic axicon. We also manufactured a 3D femtosecond-laser-printed Fraunhofer doublet, consisting of IP-S and IP-Dip, which compensates the LCA and improves imaging quality significantly. We demonstrate that multi-component writing is a possible approach for the integration of achromatic functions into 3D-printed micro-optics. The gain in possible optical design freedom is significant and provides a way to enhance imaging quality by reducing chromatic aberrations. Furthermore, this approach paves the way for the realization of a variety of micro-optical systems using new combinations of photoresists. In the future, secondary chromatic aberration could be even further reduced by combining three or more different photoresists. 
